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The basic ideas of PCT will be described first, because PCT Psychotherapy is
derived from PCT. Then a description of PCT Psychotherapy in terms of Mahrer's
seven psychotherapy components will be given. Mahrer(1989) has stated that any
theory of psychotherapy must contain component statements which refer to: (a)
the useful material to be elicited, (b) listening/observing: how to and what for,
(c)higher-order description of patient and target of change, (d)therapeutic goals
and directions of change, (e) principles of therapeutic change, (f) general
therapeutic stratagems, and (g)conditions-operations-consequences.

Background: Perceptual Control Theory

The two central ideas in PCT are: (a) the PCT idea of people as perception
controlling beings, (b) the PCT idea of people as beings who selforganize/reorganize the nervous system when necessary.
The PCT Idea of People as Perception Controlling Beings:
The Concept of Control: A basic PCT idea is that a person is a perception
controlling being. In that a person's perceptions derive from and represent aspects
of the environment, this means that a person is an environment controlling agent
rather than an environment controlled being.
Newcomers to PCT usually misunderstand and negatively react to the concept of
control based on preconceptions about what it means. I will begin by defining and
explaining the PCT idea of control. A person controls some aspect of the
environment when the person is able to produce a consistent result in the
environment even though the environment is changing in ways which should alter
the result. In order to produce a consistent, desired result, the person must be
inconsistent in actions to compensate for the changing environment. In PCT, actions
are expected to vary in order to achieve some consistency in perceptions.
Common examples of "control" in mechanical systems are the temperature control
systems in buildings and speed control systems in cars. The consistent result in the
former example is a temperature reading which is fairly constant despite changes
in outside weather. The consistent result in the latter example is a car speed which
is fairly constant despite variations in terrain and other factors.

It’s more difficult to say that another person is controlling a perception than to
make this judgment for oneself. One must know what happened and what the
person intended to happen in order to say whether a perception is controlled. If
what happened is what a person intended to happen, then the person is
controlling a perception. Observing the actions of another person is not usually
sufficient information to make his judgment without some uncertainty.
One cannot always know what a person is "doing" by watching what they are doing.
Imagine that we are driving a car and are observing other cars. Let us consider car
A. We note that car A is going about 70 miles an hour. Is the speed of car A, a
controlled perception of the driver of car A? The answer depends on whether the
driver wants to be going at this speed. How can we know? We can pull in front of
car A and gradually slow down. If car A moves into the left lane and resumes going
70 miles an hour, then there is some evidence that the speed of the car is a
controlled perception. The driver of car A might convince us of this conclusion as
he passes our car when we note his angry look, gestures, and unhearable
verbalizations. If, on the other hand, the driver continues to stay behind us as our
car goes 55 miles an hour, the evidence suggests that the driver does not want to
be going at 70miles an hour. Simply observing the speed of car A is not enough
information to know whether it is a controlled perception of the driver. The above
example uses a method called the Test for the Controlled Variable. This will be
discussed later in the paper when used in the context of therapy.
Some further everyday examples of the PCT idea of control follow. The pitcher
had good control today." This means that he could throw the ball where he wanted
within the strike zone. "The fire was under control." This means that the
firepersons could stop it from spreading and were in the process of extinguishing
it. "The AIDS epidemic is not under control." This means that we cannot stop
people from getting AIDS and that we cannot stop people from dying who contract
AIDS. “A person’s eating is out of control." The person is eating more than s/he
should and is gaining weight. "A person's spending is under control."The person is
not spending more money than is allowed by his/her budget and is not going into
debt.
In each of these everyday examples, the actual result is compared to the desired
result. An identical match defines perfect control. The smaller the difference is,
the better the control. The actual result can vary. Two classes of factors which
determine the value of the actual result are: (a) the actions of the person on the
environment (feedback), and (b) the influence of all other factors on the
environment (disturbances). The person is the one who chooses what the desired
result should be and so, this is one independent variable. If the person took no

actions, the actual result will be determined by the disturbance factors and this is
the other independent variable.
In PCT, the primary interest is not in actions. Actions will change in anyway they
have to in order to obtain the desired result. The primary concern is with
perceptions (experiences) and the control of experiences.
PCT Perception Ideas: The meaning of the word perception in PCT is much broader
than in ordinary use. The PCT idea of perception includes the more traditional
ideas of sensation, perception, and cognition and meta-cognition. Any experience
which starts from sensory stimulation and results in nervous system activity in
sensory pathways is a perception. Any memory of such an experience is also a
perception.
Awareness and perception are separate concepts in PCT; a person can perceive
without awareness and a person can have awareness with or without perception.
Awareness is part of the Reorganization system which produces learning and
development; the Reorganization system will be discussed in the next major section
of the paper. PCT has a well worked out description of the different levels of
perception and the relationship between any two levels of perception to which I
now turn.
The Perceptual Control Theory view is that any particular perception, let us call it
Perception A, is a part of a hierarchy of perceptions. Perception A is derived from
a combination of several lower level perceptions and is qualitatively different in
kind from the lower level perceptions. Perception A, in turn, could be a building
block for a higher level perception; it is a means by which a higher level perception
forms. Asking the question of how one achieves Perception A requires reference to
lower level perceptions. Asking the question of why one wants to achieve a
Perception A demands reference to higher level perceptions.
While Perception A is subjectively, qualitatively different from other perceptions,
it is an unusual feature of PCT that all perceptions are represented by a onedimensional, continuous neural variable such as impulses per second. At a biological
level, all perceptual variables look the same no matter what level of perception.
This feature allows error signals at one level to result in reference signals at the
next lower level.
The current version of Perceptual Control Theory includes eleven levels of
perception in the hierarchy which I will now describe by means of an example.
Imagine that you are taking a walk in your neighborhood. If you chose to become
aware at the configuration level of perception (3rdlevel), then you would see
objects of different kinds as you walked. If you paid attention to the sensation
level (2nd level), then you would notice the properties which make up the objects

such as color, shape, size, texture. If you paid attention at the intensity level
(1stlevel), you would note that some stimuli seemed stronger than others.
Tuning into the transition level (4th level), you become aware of small changes over
time. For example, you may note that the light illumination changes, the leaves
move, etc... At the event level (5thlevel), you start to perceive familiar happenings
such as: a person walking, a bird chirping, the wind blowing. At the next level of
relationships (6th level), you see connections between two lower level perceptions
such as: a car on the street, people in a car. When you let yourself notice the
category level (7th level) groupings of perceptions occur: a flock of birds, cars
made by General Motors, pine trees, etc... Going up a level to the sequence level
(8th level), you note things such as: the sequence of left, right, left, right; the
sequence of the streets that you follow during the walk At the program level (8th
level), you become aware of if/then perceptions such as: if it rains, then I take an
umbrella on the walk; if it is Wednesday or Saturday, then people put out their
garbage. At the 10th level of principles, you note the reasons for your taking the
walk: to be physically healthy, to meditate, and to be social. At the 11th level of
systems one notes: taking a walk is consistent with my self image; taking a walk is
consistent with my family tradition.
If you actually go on a walk in the neighborhood and attempt to experience the
different levels, you might notice that you do not ordinarily verbalize to yourself
about the lower level perceptions. You just experience them and feel in contact
with your surroundings and the present time. When you start to think about things
and are aware at the higher levels of perception, you might notice that you feel as
though you have tuned out your surroundings, are "in your head" and are focused on
past or future times.
I would like to call the readers attention to some generalizations about the levels
of perception just described. As one goes from the lowest level to the highest: (a)
the perceptions go from more concrete to more abstract, (b) the time to form
perceptions or note changes imperceptions increase, (c) the complexity of the
perceptions increase, and (d) the perceptions go from more analogue to more
digital.
A person is not aware of all of the levels of perception at a given moment. The law
of awareness in Perceptual Control Theory refers to the idea that a person is not
aware of levels of perception at or above the highest level at which the person is
controlling. For example, if a person is busy at a task which requires relationship
level control at the highest, then the person’s awareness is limited to levels below
the relationship level, as long as the person is task focused. The law of awareness
corresponds to the common experience that when a person is concerned about

details, they are not aware of the big picture. If the person starts to think about
pleasing the researcher or how well they are doing or what they will be doing next,
the relationship level is no longer the highest one.
The PCT Idea of a Control System:
The control system is the basic structural/functional unit in PCT. It provides an
explanation for the facts about experiences and the control of experiences which
have been explained in the previous two sections. The ideas in this section are
somewhat technical and will take sometime, effort, and much more explanation to
really understand. The reader is referred to Robertson & Powers (1990) for the
additional explanation.
For each discriminable aspect of experience which is controlled, for each
perceptual variable, Powers assumes that there is a control system which is doing
it. A control system is thought of as a real brain circuit which has an input
component, comparator/memory component and output component.
The input component calculates the perception from other, "lower level”
perceptions (a perceptual signal is generated). The comparator/memory component
calculates the mismatch between the actual and the desired perception contained
in memory (an error signal is generated). The output component amplifies the error
signal, channels it to the appropriate control systems at lower levels where the
error signal results in a set of reference signals for the lower level control
systems.
When a control system operates properly: (a) error signals are reduced, (b) the
perceptual signal will track the reference signal more or less closely depending on
the "gain" of the control system, and (c) changes in the perceptual signal produced
by disturbances are undone by changes in the perceptual signal produced by the
output of the control system; this means that when a perception is controlled, it is
the result of environment and person influences, not just environmental factors.
The more important a perception is to a person, the better controlled will that
perception be. A person who is really committed to getting a certain result will not
tolerate very large deviations from the result. In technical, Perceptual Control
Theory language, the "gain" of a control system can very from low (loose control) to
high (tight control). The mechanism by which the gain of a control system is
altered is not spelled out in the current version of PCT.
The way that PCT hooks up control systems at different levels is very interesting
and important. The reader is asked to notice that a control system at a higher level
of perception "tells" the control systems at the lower levels what to perceive, not
what to do. Each control system at the lower levels is free to achieve its goal
specified by "superior" control systems in its own way.

If a human bureaucracy worked this way, then the boss would by saying to each
supervisee "Here is what has to be achieved, figure out how to do it" Furthermore,
the supervisees would not be questioning/challenging the boss about what the goal
should be. In fact, they would be unaware of the higher level goal. Internal conflict
would only occur among people of the same level in the bureaucracy. As an example,
one boss asked a person to achieve job A and a different boss asked the same
person to not achieve job A. The supervisee would attempt both instructions,
because challenges/questions are not allowed, and would accomplish neither goal
completely. Neither boss would be happy.
To solve the internal conflict, a consultant would have to ask the two bosses to get
together and make their demands doable by one person. If the consultant only
focused on the person with the internal conflict than the problem would never be
resolved.
A final observation to make about control systems has to do with the adjustments
they are always making. In that circumstances may change which can undo the
successful efforts a person is currently making to control a perception
(disturbances can occur), a person ordinarily has to change actions in order to keep
a perception stable at the desired description. These adjustments in action are not
a sign of learning, but of the ordinary action of a control system at work. The idea
that all behavior change does not mean learning, or any of the other causes of
behavior change that psychologists are familiar with, takes some adjustment.
PCT Ideas about Emotion/Feelings:
As stated above, when a person wants a perception to fit a certain description and
the actual perception is not matching this result, the discrepancy is described by
saying that an error signal exists. Powers has stated that a feeling or emotion is
the result of a blocked desire. To understand the emotion/feeling, one has to know
more about the desire (goal) being blocked.
In other words, error signals are present in the control systems regulating some
important perceptions. The error signals drive body physiology and have two
coordinated effects. They prepare the body for the energy demands of some
muscular activity and they guide the specific muscular activity which a person
actually takes in order to accomplish some goal. Feelings/moods are perceptions a
person has of his/her body state. Powers does not provide a list of feelings/moods
nor does the current version PCT say much about feelings/moods explicitly.
Using PCT concepts, my own thoughts on the topic of feelings are as follows. One
can explore a feeling the same way as one would explore any perception in PCT. As a
perception, a person can notice feelings at the different levels. At the sensation
level, a person knows that they are having a feeling (versus visual, auditory, etc.

experience) which can vary in intensity. At the configuration level, a person
recognizes that they are having a specific feeling. At the transition level, a person
senses changes in a feeling. At the event level, a person can sense that the feeling
event happened and then was over. At the relationship level, a person can sense
that the feeling relates to other perceptions and how it does. On the category
level, a person classifies the feeling as being, for example an angry kind of feeling.
On the sequence level, one can notice that s/he felt hurt at first then angry. I
have found that it is helpful to keep the levels in mind when talking about feelings
with people. Even people who have a hard time talking about their feelings can tell
you something about the feeling at one of the levels. It is not necessary to have a
patient verbally categorize the feelings.
PCT Ideas About Remembering, Imagination:
Each control system in the human brain can exist in different modes of
functioning. Most people have watched movies on TV. Sometimes, the movie is being
broadcast at the same time as we sense it on the TV. This is like perceiving
something in the environment. Sometimes, the movie is based on a videotape in a
recorder/playback unit. This is like imagining and remembering which is based on
memory. Normally, a person knows whether perceptions are based on physical
energy in the environment(TV broadcast or memory recordings(video tape)) . When
one is hallucinating, one is perceiving based on memory recordings. However, one
misperceives the hallucinations as being based on physical energy. When one is
having a delusion, one is perceiving based on imagination (combining several memory
recordings which results in a memory recording never before experienced .
However, one misperceives the delusions as being based on physical energy.
PCT Ideas About Language/Communication:
The meaning of a verbal statement is defined as the set of nonverbal perceptions
evoked from memory by the verbal statement (Powers, 1977). Nonverbal
perceptions can occur at various perceptual levels, and meaning exists at each
perceptual level, not just at the higher ones. Powers hypothesizes that any
perception can become the meaning of any other perception of equal or lower level.
Thus, to determine the meaning of a perception, one looks upward or at the same
level in the perceptual hierarchy, not down.
When communicating with another person, the communicator compares the meaning
suggested by his/her verbal statement to the intended meaning. A mismatch in the
suggested and intended meaning results in the communicator changing something
about the verbal statement. If the communicator becomes aware that the other
person does not understand, he or she may paraphrase.

The PCT idea of people as perception controlling beings explains the stability one
sees in people in spite of changing environments. However, it does not explain what
causes a person to learn or develop. This leads to the PCT idea of people as beings
who organize/reorganize their nervous system when necessary.
The PCT Idea of Reorganization:
In PCT, controlling perceptions successfully is the means by which the person
controls genetically determined body needs successfully. Traditionally,
psychologists have referred to the body needs as physiological needs. The
regulation of perceptions is the means of regulating the body. Powers has not
provided a list of body needs which must be regulated. As an aside, I would like to
point out that these PCT ideas integrate the subfields of motivation and
perception in a novel way.
When a person is not satisfying a body need, this is described by saying that an
intrinsic error signal exists. The actual body state is not the same as the
genetically required state. Only a person can know when intrinsic error signals are
present. This is experienced by feelings, for example, hunger, thirst, etc.. The
intrinsic error signals can only be reduced by learning and developmental changes in
the perceptual control systems which restores the body state to its genetically
required state.
Intrinsic error signals automatically trigger a trial-and-error, random-like
tissue/biochemical change process called reorganization. This process results in
altering the existing "hardware" of selective perceptual control systems within a
person. The brain circuits of the error prone perceptual control systems are
"rewired".
Awareness is drawn to the control systems which contain error signals and
awareness can start the reorganization process. Conflict is a major reason which
stops reorganization from working successfully. The reason for this is that
awareness is drawn to the wrong places in the organization of control systems.
There may be other reasons why the reorganization system does not work properly
but these have not been identified by Powers.
Learning is the acquisition of a new control system or the changing of an existing
control system through reorganization. Reorganization stops whenever the intrinsic
error signals are reduced to satisfactory levels. Development is the acquisition of a
new level of perception through reorganization. Thus, in PCT, learning and
development are conceptually alike in that they both involve reorganization.
When a person is reorganizing, the person will be unstable in many different ways
including cognitions, moods, behaviors. The person will not feel as though the
internal changes are being voluntarily produced. People in the middle of

reorganization often feel very anxious, stressed and don't know what is happening
to them.
The concept of stress, in PCT terms, is describable as chronic error signals or
chronic intrinsic error signals. The person's body is aroused but the person is not
taking energy spending actions. I have written about stress management
approaches from a PCT perspective(Goldstein, 1989).

PCT Psychotherapy Components

The following is a description of PCTP in terms of Mahrer's components which any
theory of psychotherapy should address.
1. The Useful Material To Be Elicited:
The therapist should be concerned with those perceptions(experiences) of a
patient which are not being controlled to the patient's satisfaction. The therapist
is free to explore any avenue which helps do this. PCT Psychotherapy has no
restrictions on what is useful material to be elicited other than it addresses
inadequately controlled experiences.
I have developed an assessment tool called Life Topics to help me quickly identify
the problem life areas. I consider this to be a first step towards identifying the
out-of-control perceptions. This approach follows directly from the PCT idea that
if a person is dissatisfied with a life area then error signals must be present
in the control systems involved. It seems reasonable to assume that a person
would want to talk about topics that are problematic.
In the beginning of therapy with a person, to help prioritize life topics, I may have
people do a Q-sort of the Life Topics.
I may refer to my last progress note and go over the topics we talked about last
time. I will check on how things are going.
2. Listening/Observing -- "How to" and "What for":
Powers has proposed a special method of listening/observing which he calls the
Method of Levels (MOL).Suppose that the therapist/patient have been discussing
topic A for a time period. At an appropriate point in the conversation, the
therapist asks the patient to check for a "topic B" which is any background
thought, attitude, reaction, theme, etc., and if present, to talk about it. By doing
this, the therapist is drawing attention toward another topic that is already
present, although not "stage center." Perhaps the patient is operating from the
viewpoint of topic B without being aware of it. Topic B is one that seems to be
behind or in the background of the one being discussed. It is up to the patient
whether s/he wants to talk about topic B or not.
Suppose that the patient chooses to talk about topic B. As the conversation
continues, the therapist may notice that topic C is in the background of the

conversation. Either the patient will notice this and start talking about topic C or
the therapist will point it out. This process of talking and noticing background
topics in the conversation continues. The result of this iterative process is to help
the patient direct awareness to the right place in the organization of control
systems.
The method of levels describes "how to" listen according to PCT. Powers says that
what the therapist should listen for is evidence of the next level up. The therapist
listens without preconceptions of what that level is, or whether it is conflicted or
not. The idea is to follow the patient's lead.
After talking about a life topic, I will summarize the results by using the PCT
Analysis of a Life Topic. This summary is based on thinking about a single control
system unit and identifying which parts of it may need some changing for the life
topic under consideration. At the end of our discussion of a life topic, I will show
the person the items I have checked off on the PCT Analysis of a Life Topic and
obtain the person's reaction.
The area of internal conflicts is theoretically emphasized by Powers. This is
because it interferes with the Reorganization System from working at the proper
level.
If there is an internal conflict, it will become evident. The therapist, upon
encountering a conflict, just keeps going, if possible. The therapist tries to
continue until another level comes into view. The conflict should resolve or begin to
resolve when the patient directs awareness to the level from which the conflict
originates.
An internal conflict exists when a patient wants a perception to be in two
incompatible states; the patient wants but doesn't want a certain perception. For
example, a person wants to eat in a healthy way but winds up eating too much or
eats the wrong things. When a person reaches the appropriate level, the control
systems that are responsible for these mutually incompatible goals will become
apparent. The person then can come up with a solution which allows better control
of the goal. Internal conflict is the main cause of psychological problems in people
Powers hypothesizes. This is because awareness is drawn to the wrong place in the
organization of control systems by conflict. Conflict results in a person's
awareness being drawn too low in the organization of control systems. The
reorganization system is working at too low a level and as a result, the person does
not resolve the conflict.
As indicated above, the key to resolving a conflict according to Powers is to trace
the conflict to the level from which the conflict originates. A patient has to get
above the level of the conflicting control systems and see that the goals for these

conflicting control systems comes from control systems at a higher level. Upon
realizing where the conflict is coming from, the person can make a different choice
at the level of the culprit control systems which will eliminate the conflict. If a
person tries to resolve the conflict at the level of the conflicting control systems,
then the person will not choose wisely. The conflict will remain and continue to
plague the patient. On this basis, Powers is against trying to force a patient to take
one side of a conflict and ignore the other side.
If Powers is correct about internal conflict, then therapists using the PCT Life
Topic Analysis should find that conflict is at the top of the list most of the time.
And they should find that if they concentrate on working on the conflict issue that
the other needed changes will happen as the result of the normal operation of the
reorganization system.
With younger patients, or developmentally disabled patients, or patients with
severe mental health issues, it may be that other aspects of control may need to
be addressed.
3. Higher-order description of patient and target of change:
In PCT, a complete description of a person would consist of the entire hierarchy of
perceptions for that person. In that the goal of describing the entire perceptual
hierarchy is not usually achievable; the therapist should take a more moderate
approach to description. Focusing on a selected system (for example, self-image),
principle (for example generalizations about the person) and program levels of
perception are probably as good as can be achieved.
The methodology to obtain the hierarchy of perceptions consists of clinical
discussions with a person in which the Method of Levels and the Test for the
Controlled Perception may be employed. The MOL was discussed above.
The Test for the Controlled Perception works as follows. The therapist will do or
say something which is intended to change a perception of the patient which the
therapist hypothesizes might be a controlled variable. The therapist does or says
something that tends to exaggerate or minimize the perception but not change its
nature. If the patient does or says something which "undoes" the impact of the
therapist and restores the perception to its pre-disturbance value, then this
provides some evidence to believe that the perception may be a controlled
perception. Instead of introducing the disturbance, the therapist may simply
observe the impact of a naturally occurring disturbance. The idea that a person is a
perception controlling being implies that resistance or opposition is a normal
phenomenon. A control system resists being pushed away from the reference
perception state.

As a supplemental approach to finding out a person's hierarchy of perceptions, I
have explored Q-Methodology as a way of obtaining higher level perceptions. In
one case, I studied the higher level perceptions underlying interpersonal
relationships using Q-Methodology (Goldstein, 1989). The general way in which QMethodology can be employed to study the hierarchy of perceptions is discussed in
a second paper (Goldstein, 1991). In a second case (Goldstein & Goldstein, 2003),
the self-image issues behind a person's conflict to support her parents or support
her siblings was explored.
The targets of change in PCT Psychotherapy are the control systems which are not
controlling satisfactorily. Powers does not believe that it is possible, or advisable,
to directly intervene to bring about the identified needed changes. His attitude is
that the therapist has to remove the obstacles which are blocking the
Reorganization System from working properly. Once the obstacles are removed,
the person's own psychological self-healing processes, the Reorganization System,
will come into play and bring about the needed changes.
4. Therapeutic Goals and Directions of change:
The basic therapeutic goal is to help a person regain control of the problematic life
areas so that a person is better controlling experiences.
The better control of experiences is the means by which the person controls body
state so as to feel good and to stay healthy.
Progress is measured by the increase in control over problematic life areas and the
ability of the patient to function independently as the result of participation in
therapy. At the beginning of a session, I check on how well the person is doing in
each of the problematic areas. When the person's control over problem life areas
has improved, the frequency of the sessions is gradually reduced until the person
no longer feels the need for therapy sessions.
In other words, the job of the therapist is to help a person reach a state in which
the help of the therapist is no longer required. The normal self-correcting
mechanisms within the person are once again all the person needs.
A second, supplemental goal is to provide the patient with the PCT concepts of
human nature. In this way, the patient is believed to have a better chance of
solving his/her own problems in the future.
Powers suggests that therapists may have been trying to do too much. Therapist
should primarily focus our therapeutic efforts at helping people remove the
internal conflicts which stop the Reorganization System from bringing about the
needed changes in control systems. Therapists should leave to education, politics,
religion, and family the other kinds of changes which are needed to help a person
gain better control of problematic life areas.

I have described what I think PCT implies about the healthy personality (Goldstein,
1990). The view from PCT of the healthy personality follows from a person
satisfactorily controlling his/her life. Keeping these statements in mind seems like
an ideal therapeutic result.
However, Powers' view is that we should not be after "super beings", as perhaps he
interpreted my remarks, but ordinary people who can satisfactorily control their
lives. This attitude is consistent with a shorter-term rather than longer-term
therapy approach.
5. Principles of Therapeutic Change:
The Reorganization System is responsible for changes within the person. The
therapist cannot force a patient to change or to change in any specific way.
The old joke about the number of psychologists it takes to change alight bulb (one
if the light bulb (patient) wants to change) is taken as a truth in PCT
Psychotherapy. The Reorganization System is thought of as operating in a trialand-error, random mode. It comes into play when the acquired control systems are
not working to reduce intrinsic error.
A major role of the therapist is to help direct a person's awareness to the
right places in the organization of acquired control systems, in he person's
"mind." If the Reorganization System is the conductor of a symphony orchestra,
and if the musicians in the orchestra are the control systems within a person, the
therapist helps the conductor know which musicians to focus on. Once the
therapist points the conductor in the right direction, the conductor knows what to
do.
The therapist help's the person "go-up-a-level" until the person is free to change.
The person goes to a point of view in which both sides of a conflict can be viewed
and the person can choose new reference signals. As long as the person stays at
the level to which conflict attracts awareness, the conflict will not be resolved and
will continue. The person will remain stuck.
Once the person is focusing awareness in the right place, the Reorganization
System takes over from there. Focusing awareness on a control system can start
the reorganization process even without any deliberate intention to change it. A
common example of this is the disruption of a skilled performance when a person
directs awareness to the performance.
6. General Therapeutic Stratagems:
Mahrer is referring to principle level perceptions which can guide the therapist.
These are not spelled out by Powers in any detail. He has made generalizations such
as:
Be mindful of PCT as you work with the patient.

Educate your patient about the Reorganization System to avoid premature
therapy termination.
Maintain a relationship with the patient which indicates that the patient is an
equal and a collaborator.
Respect the opinion of the patient when it comes to verifying clinical hypotheses.
The point about educating the patient about reorganization is an especially
important one. The attitude is communicated that the reorganization system is a
friend/self-healing process which is always there when a person's life is out of
control. The patient is told that anxious feelings are to be expected during
reorganization. The patient may feel worse before s/he feels better and this is
the normal course of events in therapy. Many patients have the belief that they
will feel immediately better if the therapy is working. We can't rush the
Reorganization System. We can direct it to the life areas which are out of
control by means of directing awareness.
Powers (l979) has suggested that the building a new control system occurs in a
certain sequence. The input function is acquired first. A person gains a new ability
to perceive. Then the comparator/memory function is acquired. A person develops
a preference for one value of the new perceptual variable. Lastly, the output
function is acquired. A person learns how to reduce the error signals using the old
control systems or with new skills.
These learning ideas have implications for diagnosis and psychotherapy. The
development of a symptom, for example, an obsessive-compulsive symptom, might
be expected to proceed from perception to action, from obsession to compulsion.
If significant others can intervene early when the symptom is at the input function
acquisition stage, then maybe they can shorten the life of the symptom.
7. Conditions-Operations-Consequences:
If X conditions occur, the therapist will engage Y operations with the expectation
that the patient will change in Z way. In PCT terms, these are program level
perception statements.
PCT Psychotherapy example 1--If a person is experiencing an internal conflict,
then the therapist will use the method of levels with the expectation that the
patient will resolve the internal conflict.
PCT Psychotherapy example 2--If a person is controlling perception A, and the
therapist disturbs perception A in some way, then the patient is expected to say or
do something to undo the impact of the therapist’s actions on perception A.

Summary

PCT Psychotherapy is based on the following propositions:

I. An adult person comes to therapy because s/he is not able to control
experiences to a satisfactory degree.
II. Internal conflict is behind most psychological problems that a person is not able
to handle on his/her own.
A. Internal conflict is best resolved by helping a person become aware of both
sides of the conflict. I want to experience "A" and I want to experience "not A."
Then it is necessary to trace each side of the conflict to the higher level control
systems which are giving the conflicting orders for experiencing...
B. The Method of Levels is a good way to do this because it takes a person above
the level of the conflict and helps the Reorganization System focus awareness on
the control systems that need changing.
II. Once the internal conflict is removed, the person's Reorganization System will
take care of the rest.
A. The perceptions which are out of control will now come under better control.
B. The aspects of control which were deficient will correct themselves without any
special intervention by the therapist.

Conclusions:

PCT Psychotherapy is based on a solid theoretical framework. This is not the case
for most other psychotherapies.
It does not describe things in standard DSM-IV language. Those experiences
which are out of control become the description of the problem.
PCT Psychotherapy does not try to do everything. It tries to address those issues
that are stopping the person from self-correcting. It fits in nicely with today's
shorter-term therapy focus.
A person who goes through PCT Psychotherapy will learn a general way of thinking
about psychological matters which could help them cope with future problems.
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